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I. I NTRODUCTION PlanetLab is a global deployment of more than 1000 registered machines for developing and evaluating distributed, network services under real-world conditions[4], [5]. The PlanetLab platform is based on MyPLC1 : an open-source, software distribution available for other organizations to download, modify and run private instances of the platform. A growing number of groups are using MyPLC as a starting point for their own deployment such as Google MLab2 , VINI3 , and PlanetLab Europe4 . And, because PlanetLab has operated since 2003, the MyPLC code base includes accumulated experience that, in part or in whole, could contribute to many other nascent projects. For example, school server deployments for projects like OLPC and Intel Classmate are considering the techniques that proved useful to PlanetLab. While the abstract architecture of a distributed deployment may be simple, implementing and operating it is difficult. A distributed deployment is often implemented using imperfect hardware and software, hosted in non-data center environments where connectivity is dependent upon third-party administered networks. Even minor problems with the hardware, software, or network make managing any distributed deployment a challenge. From our experience operating the worldwide, PlanetLab deployment, the three primary challenges we faced were: 1) timely observation of problems, 2) efficiently acting to resolve these problems when possible, and 3) coordinating with remote contacts to address problems that cannot be resolved remotely. Due to the scale of the deployment, manual, operator actions often missed early identification of problems, they were time consuming and repetitive to address when identified, and required inefficient initiation of correspondence with remote contacts. For this reason, we developed a framework to capture the management cycle of a distributed deployment over time by continually collecting information about the system state, comparing this information with the expected state, taking automatic actions to resolve discrepancies, and simplifying the task of engaging remote contacts. This paper introduces MyOps, which is a collection of 1 http://svn.planet-lab.org/ 2 http://www.measurementlab.net 3 http://www.vini-veritas.net 4 http://www.planet-lab.eu



techniques and approaches to monitoring and management of a MyPLC-based deployment over time. MyOps assists operators by checking and preserving system integrity relative to an ideal deployment, which includes remote power control, secure boot media, hardware integrity checks, automated corrective actions to repair a node’s software configuration, notifying remote contacts for assistance when no automatic actions are available, or applying incentives to encourage remote contacts to interact with MyPLC operators. The paper begins by discussing an overview of issues with remote administration. Then we describe the components of a PlanetLab machine in more detail, followed by a description of the MyOps framework. Finally we conclude after a reflection of how this system has impacted our operations. II. OVERVIEW Each fully functional PlanetLab machine, or node, is dependent on a composition of hardware, system software and the network environment in which it is embedded. Because these dependencies can fail, any framework that manages a system built upon them will need to address a variety of scenarios. The following is a list of issues seen in practice which other deployments would also face. 1) Correct Initial Configuration: The first step of incorporating a node into a deployment is choosing the hardware, installing system software, and configuring the local network to permit access to the new node. Some form of asset tracking or configuring management database is needed to track the node. At least once the node needs to contact the central servers to confirm a successful deployment. 2) Physical Reliability: While machines require power to operate, reliable power is not guaranteed, particularly in nondata center environments. Unexpected power interruptions may leave the local filesystem corrupt on the next reboot. Power surges can damage components such as CPU or power supply fans, which can lead to random over-heating, damaging other components or halting the CPU. RAM may fail. Hard drives inevitably fail[6]. And, dusty environments can make hardware that appears reliable in a lab or in the early stages of a deployment unreliable over time[2]. 3) Software Reliability: Core system services must run and operate correctly at all times to provide the service the node is expected to deliver. Yet, the installed services may include bugs or be missing features available in newer



versions, both of which indicate a need for updates. And, all modern distributions issue updates for functionality fixes and security updates to the base system. Therefore, without a reliable update mechanism the system software will grow outof-date over time, either making future upgrades difficult or providing a wider window of opportunity for security exploits. 4) Network Connectivity: The primary dependency of remote administration is on network connectivity. Thus the first concern is reachablity. If an administrator cannot reach a host, then she cannot manage it. Also, the network environment is dynamic and local configuration changes may take a node out of sync with its environment. When this occurs, the node is effectively disconnected and only local intervention can restore it. 5) Third-party Complaints: Third-parties may report complaints regarding the activity of certain nodes. Without an audit trail that lets administrators trace suspicious traffic back to the source user or application, the platform lacks accountability and cannot provide reassurance to complaining parties that suspected traffic is either a false-positive or being handled appropriately. In addition to all of the above points, there are issues regarding system stability from out-of-control processes, configuration constency across the platform, corruption of user and system data, and central control in the event of system exploits. While there are potentially many ways to address these challenges depending on a project’s priorities, the following section outlines how MyPLC has addressed some of these concerns. III. M Y PLC S OFTWARE S TACK Because the principle component of PlanetLab is the node, this overview does not address the server side software, routers, access points, or other components that are part of a complete deployment. As well, the MyPLC platform focuses on services running within a node, and generally assumes that the network is sufficiently available. So, the descriptions here do not focus on monitoring or management of the network, because we leave these challenges to other providers. The basic model for a PlanetLab node is illustrated in figure 1(Node). Progressing from the lowest part of the Node upward, the first component of the stack is the Power Control Unit, or PCU. The most fundamental control is to power cycle the node in the event of a crash or to forcibly reset the system. Without this capability, remote management is stalled by the necessity to engage remote contacts to reboot the system. Though it is optional for MyPLC, PlanetLab policy requires that users associate every registered node with a PCU. The next logical piece is the physical integrity of the system (not shown). Because PCUs are often implemented as selfcontained systems or daughter cards of the primary system, it is possible for them to remain operational while the primary system has a problem. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the Boot Image to initialize the system and to verify system integrity to some minimally acceptable degree before proceeding.



Figure 1.



A diagram of the MyPLC and node software stack.



The Boot Image guarantees a secure base. Because it is read-only, every boot should be identical to the previous under ideal circumstances. The PCU and Boot Image in combination provide a consistent state to address security exploits, local filesystem corruption, remote diagnostics of some hardware failure scenarios, and provide a degree of flexibility in performing remote software updates. Stored on the node hard disk, the local filesystem provides persistent storage for the rest of the system services. After the Boot Image establishes network connectivity, it downloads additional start-up scripts from MyPLC to complete the system start-up by verifying the local filesystem. In particular, the scripts either mount the local filesystem or, if none is present, download a basic filesystem image to copy to the local hard drive. The local filesystem includes a production kernel, which is different from the Boot Image kernel. Having different kernels in the Boot Image and local filesystem, allows updates for security, additional devices, or added features without issuing updates to the Boot Image. The final step of the startup scripts is to load the production kernel. After the production kernel loads, standard, init scripts start the MyOps Agent, which is described in more detail in the next section. Then, the Node Manager is responsible for polling MyPLC to find the current set of services (slices) that are associated with this node and either creating or deleting the slice locally as appropriate. At this level services such as CoMon[7] are able to install their software or if it is already installed, to restart. Though, even with this start-up sequence in place, the platform is incomplete. From our experience, the ideal sequence of steps does not always proceed as expected. If a node loses power, the network is disconnected, or hardware fails, then someone must investigate and hopefully resolve the problem. In particular, when errors occur that are not captured by the components above, active measures are needed to intervene. IV. M YO PS F RAMEWORK From the start-up sequence described for the node software stack, it should be clear that relying solely on slice-level services to diagnose the run-time status of the deployment is inadequate, since so much occurs before the system is able to run a slice. And, while some services on PlanetLab[7], [3] report the operational status of PlanetLab nodes or the connectivity between nodes, this information is not part of the MyPLC management platform, and thus cannot provide deep insight into the cause of problems in the node during start-



Figure 2.



A diagram of the MyOps management cycle.



up. As a result, PlanetLab operations has historically relied on the diligence of remote operators to restart crashed nodes, run hardware diagnostics, or perform physical maintenance. To address many of our monitoring and management challenges PlanetLab has developed a suite of tools: Chopstix[1] for deep kernel and process introspection, PlanetFlow5 for network traffic accounting, pl_mom for service resource limiting and node stability, and CoMon[7] for service and system monitoring, aggregation and presentation. The following sections describe the critical components of MyOps which fills the gaps left by other services by closing the loop on the management cycle (figure 2). MyOps first detects problems using data collection and aggregation of observed history, and attemps to resolve problems using direct, automated actions, or indirect notices to users, and incentives. A. Detecting Problems A problem occurs when there is a mismatch between expected and observed behavior. Because ideal behavior of the platform is well specified in our system (i.e. power, functional hardware, latest system software, services installed and running) and the expected node state is declared by administrators in the MyPLC database, problems are easy to identify. MyOps approaches problem detection using data collection from privileged parts of the node as well as a policybased aggregation of observed history. 1) Data Collection: As illustrated in figure 2, Collect is the first step of the MyOps server. It attempts to contact an agent on the node and retrieve a few representative environmental values: kernel version, boot state, whether system services are running, whether the filesystem is read-only, system logs to detect hard disk failures, whether DNS is working, whether key slices are created. A successful collection also implies that the node is network accessible and running. Using this information MyOps can determine what operational state the node is in (i.e. Offline, Diagnostic, or Production) and whether the system is operating correctly at this point in time (i.e. OK or Not OK). A similar check is performed for PCUs. As well, the MyOps agent running on the node periodically reports the current run-level to MyPLC. The agent updates the last_contact field in the database, allowing an administrator to quickly identify when nodes are out-of-touch for long periods of time. This can occur when the node is inaccessible from MyPLC but does have network access to MyPLC, such as 5 http://planetflow.planet-lab.org



when a node runs behind a firewall. Or, the reported run-level may be different from the administrator-declared state, which can occur when the node fails to fully start and there is no automatic fix to restore it. 2) Policy: Instantaneous views of the system do not provide insight over time. Thus, some policy is needed to treat the history of nodes as another factor in their current status. For instance, a site with nodes in a disabled state for hardware repair for more than two months should be treated differently than if they were recently taken offline. Similarly, nodes that oscillate between online and offline as a result of the Internet or the site’s local intranet are necessary distinctions to assist in diagnosis as well as whether an instantaneous observation is a problem or not. The MyOps policy defines what actions to take for different observed states, which problems receive notices, how often, to whom, and what if any incentives to apply over time. For example tracing through the remaining steps of the MyOps server in figure 2, if a node is offline more than a day and the registered PCU is available, then attempt to restart the node (Action). If this fails, send a PCU failure notice (Notify). If there is no reply from the remote contact, possibly reduce the site’s privileges in MyPLC (Incentive). B. Resolving Problems Because a problem is defined as a mismatch between observations and expectations, it follows that a problem can be resolved by changing either an observation or expectation. MyOps approaches problem resolution by automatically repairing run-time or software configuration errors during start-up, by sending notifications to remote contacts or MyPLC administrators, and by applying incentives to encourage participation in the management cycle. 1) Automated Action: The primary responsibility of MyOps is to continue the boot process, and to do this it first tries automated actions. If there are run-time errors that prevent the system from starting, then the node will wait indefinitely for outside intervention. So to continue booting the node without manual intervention, MyOps uses a catalog of known-to-work remedies based on “finger prints” of the start-up script logs. In such cases, MyOps can often repair the system automatically by either retrying (i.e. for transient connectivity errors to MyPLC), restarting the node (i.e. to re-initialize the hardware and Boot Manager), or in the worst case reinstalling the node (i.e. for severe filesystem corruption or major systemsoftware updates). Only when there is no match would MyOps report the error to a MyPLC administrator as unknown. And, because the finger print is unknown, manual intervention is required. As an example, over a nine month period, MyOps discovered 71 unique finger prints, after which they were handled automatically. 2) Notify: Email notices are sent to remote contacts when there are no automatic actions available to bring the observed system closer to its ideal state. Depending on the severity of the problem, notices may go to the different roles defined by MyPLC: technical contacts, principle investigators (PIs), slice users, or the administrative staff of MyPLC. The roles over
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VI. C ONCLUSION The ideal PlanetLab architecture is implemented using nonideal components: aging, heterogeneous hardware, a complex and dynamic software distribution, and the unpredictability
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There are potentially many dimensions to measure the efficacy of an operations tool: time invested by users, time invested by operators, number of machines available over time, or the time taken to resolve an observed problem, to name a few. Using logs from MyOps, figure 3 illustrates the registered and available node count at various points over twelve months between May 2008 and May 2009. This directly measures the number of machines available over time and indirectly reports the time taken to resolve problems through the indirect path of the MyOps management cycle. In particular, the graph is marked by lettered regions. Region ‘A’ was a major system upgrade from an earlier kernel version to the latest version. Because every system needed to be reinstalled, and there was a kernel bug that resulted in random crashes, the monitoring notices were temporarily disabled to allow for the code to stabilize. This resulted in a prolonged depressed period where nodes stayed off line. However in region ‘B’ notices were enabled again, and over approximately a three week period the node count returned to previous levels. Region ‘C’ marked another kernel update, which required restarting systems, where some nodes failed to come back online. But again within three weeks the node count was back up. Interestingly, in region ‘D’ for a three month period due to a bug in the monitoring software, very few notices were sent out in response to hosts going down. And, there is a corresponding drop in the available node count. When this bug was identified and fixed, region ‘E‘ shows the node count again returning to it’s previous value over a short period. In all cases when the notices were enabled again, the node count increased within a similar period of time. These observations support the argument that down-time notices and incentives help complete the management cycle by making problems visible that would otherwise go unaddressed.
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which notices escallate are specified by the MyOps policy. As well, MyOps can use any value it collects and tracks over time to send notices. For instance, MyOps currently checks that every node is associated with a PCU. And, if this constraint is violated, regular notices are sent, but no incentive is applied. 3) Incentive: In figure 2, the dashed lines that run from MyPLC to Remote Contacts and Remote Contacts to the node ’close the loop’ of the management cycle. These are paths that cannot be reached programatically, and though part of the complete process model, they are beyond the scope of direct control. Incentives provide an indirect influence on users to encourage them to complete the management cycle by investigating errors reported to them. Examples of incentives used on PlanetLab are to disable a site to prevent a PI from creating any new slices. Later if this is not a sufficient incentive, any currently running slices are disabled, halting the service and stopping any useful work.



Figure 3. Graph of available vs registered nodes between May 2008 and May 2009



of the global Internet. Though we request certain conditions be met, every network is locally managed and outside the administrative domain of PlanetLab. And, no matter how diligently we test our software before deployment, bugs are regularly discovered in new parts of the system. Thus, faults in the node operation are inevitable in one form or another, and these factors cannot be abstracted away in a long-running, active deployment. To address these challenges, MyOps makes faults as visible as possible. Through active collection of node state and the aggregation of observations over time, the MyOps policy can choose when to take automatic action on a node, or send notices to bring errors to the attention of remote contacts or the MyPLC administrators when observations differ from expectations. And, only when MyOps cannot directly engage a contact, additional incentives are used to complete the management cycle, by encouraging contacts to assist in the maintence of local infrastructure. Monitoring and management are a critical component of a distributed system such as PlanetLab. Thus, as MyPLC deployments increase over time, we hope the techniques described here will help address the administrative tasks of other deployments as well. R EFERENCES [1] Sapan Bhatia, Abhishek Kumar, Marc Fiuczynski, and Larry Peterson. Lightweight, high-resolution monitoring for troubleshooting production systems. In 8th USENIX Symposium on Operating System Design and Implementation (OSDI 2008), San Diego, California, December 2008. [2] Eric Brewer, Michael Demmer, Melissa Ho, R.J. Honicky, Joyojeet Pal, Madelaine Plauche, and Sonesh Surana. The Challenges of Technology Research for Developing Regions. In IEEE Pervasive Computing, volume 5, pages 15–23, April-June 2006. [3] David Oppenheimer, Jeannie Albrecht, David Patterson, and Amin Vahdat. Distributed Resource Discovery on PlanetLab with SWORD. In First Workshop on Real, Large Distributed Systems (WORLDS ’04), Dec 2004. [4] Larry Peterson, Tom Anderson, David Culler, and Timothy Roscoe. A Blueprint for Introducing Disruptive Technology into the Internet. In Proc. HotNets–I, Princeton, NJ, Oct 2002. [5] Larry Peterson, Andy Bavier, Marc E. Fiuczynski, and Steve Muir. Experiences building planetlab. In Proceedings of the 7th USENIX Symposium on Operating System Design and Implementation (OSDI ’06), Seattle, WA, November 2006. [6] Eduardo Pinheiro, Wolf-Dietrich Weber, and Luiz Andre Barroso. Failure Trends in a Large Disk Drive Population. In Proceedings of the 5th USENIX Symposium on File and Storage Technologies (FAST ’07), San Jose, California, Feb 2007. [7] Vivek Pai and KyoungSoo Park. CoMon: A Monitoring Infrastructure for PlanetLab. In http://comon.cs.princeton.edu.
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